Bryant Campus Moved To Lincoln

By Dynamic Doer Jr. USA TOMORROW

"This move will be quite beneficial to the students as a whole," stated Les LaFond, Vice President for Student Affairs, as he announced the plans for the construction of the new Tupper Campus of Bryant College in Lincoln, Nebraska.

"The new campus will be a resident's dream. It will have all of the amenities that one could ever desire," said LaFond. "However, it will be a bitch for the commuters, but these things happen."

"The new campus will benefit us all and truly increase our national appeal," stated Bryant Executive Vice President, William Trueheart. The campus is being moved to a new location in order to facilitate the conversion of the Unistructure at the current Smithfield campus into new faculty offices (see related story). The conversion will take place during the summer of 1990.

Although the new campus is not expected to be operational by the 1990-1991 academic year, a steel shelter will be constructed to temporarily house classes. Resident students will be furnished with camping equipment and provided with space on an adjacent prairie to pitch their temporary residence halls.

The question of the distance between the new campus and the new faculty offices was raised by many people concerned about the project. LaFond explained that the college would provide transportation between the two facilities.

"Bryant President Donald Trump has previously donated a fleet of six supersonic Lear jets to the Bryant Transit Authority. The college has promoted Public Safety Chief Richard Wheeler to the position of Chief Pilot to conduct the air-transportation division of the BTA. Contracts have been signed to create a Lincoln–Lincoln shuttle for the faculty members. The BTA will run the thirteen-hundred-mile shuttle service from the North Central States to the East in Lincoln, RI to the O'Hara Intercampus Airfield in Lincoln, Nebraska," explained LaFond.

The campus will feature twin high-rise suite-style dormitories, a freshman complex, and numerous condominium villages. Five ponds will be strategically located across Nebraska Move.

Unistructure to be Converted into Faculty Offices

By Professor Plum and Marvins Gardens USA TOMORROW

After the second space utilization study in a year, college officials have announced that all classrooms in the Unistructure will be replaced with faculty offices. College officials sighted the need for faculty office space and the "obvious waste of space" by classrooms, as the primary reason for the change.

"We're not saying the quality of student life is not important, we're just saying the needs of the faculty outweigh the needs of the students," a college official stated.

The conversion will be completed for the 90-91 academic year. Tuition will not be raised, officials stressed. Instead students, wishing to attend classes at the new location, will be charged a user's fee.

The plans call for the transformation of Koffler Rotunda into the new faculty lounge and renamed Popper's Place, where no smoking will be permitted. Popper's Place will come complete with a full service bar (with daily happy hour), live entertainment, lighted dance floor, and satellite television.

Upon the completion of faculty suite G in the former pool area, M-wing classrooms will be converted into the Les LaFond Fitness Center. The Center will include an Olympic-size pool, a tennis court, a basketball court (with football field), a gymnasium, a fitness studio, and seven saunas. The facilities will be for faculty use only.

Saltmanen Dining Hall will become the Carol Word Trueheart Cafe, a 5-star restaurant to be run by the Four Seasons Restaurant of New York. To create an atmosphere worthy of Bryant faculty, faculty suite F will be destroyed in order to raise the Cafe's ceiling to its former three-story height.

"Bryant can't hope to attract faculty with the current parking conditions," college officials stated. Therefore, the entire first floor of the library will be transformed into Wheeler Carport, a valet parking facility with a capacity of three-hundred cars.

To make the Unistructure a truly full-service faculty building, the third floor classrooms will be replaced by a full-service hotel. The Sheraton Corporation has signed a contract with the college to run the O'Hara Inn, complete with vibrating king-size beds, whirlpool tubs, cable tv, and room service.

Classrooms Obsolete, 2A

Ivana Sues "The Donald" for Bryant Presidency

By U.R. Gullible USA TOMORROW

"If Donald thinks he's going to get away with Bryant, he's as crazy as that floozy Maples!" stated Ivana Trump at a pre-dawn press conference in her office at the Trump Plaza Hotel today.

"I'm not coming out until the little tramp throws herself off the Tappanzee Bridge," screamed Ivana through the doors of her office.

Ivana indicated her plans to sue Donald for the presidency of Bryant. "I was taken by the beauty of the campus when we came here to except the presidency last year. Of course I couldn't use much of it in the dark, but it looked really pretty."

Donald was named president of the college by the Presidential Search Committee last year.

Byrd to attend Big Ten Convention
ARA Loses Food Service

By the Frugal Gourmet
USA TOMORROW

The dining service contract has been awarded to STAAF for the upcoming academic year. STAAF will replace ARA Services as the provider of meals to the Bryant College campus as of August 1, 1990.

STAAF (Students Against Atrocious Food) is a student-owned and student-run company that will operate as a division of Brycol, the student services foundation. The major change will be the availability of Tupper's campus-wide with our new STAAF's.

“STAAF’s food service will become the cornerstone of the STAAF service to students,” stated Gogan. He also stated the new delivery service “should increase the public image of the dining services on this campus.”

ARA Dining Services Cited for Violations

By Oil Can
USA TOMORROW

The Rhode Island Division of Unsanitary Services cited the ARA Dining Services at Bryant College for “alleged violations and abuses” regarding its workers.

A RID-US representative said that the worker from ARA Services can be expected to face charges of illegal explosions. Theft is also being investigated regarding the toxic compounds that were the basis of the complaint.

Classrooms Obsolete

Continued from 1A

service.

The remaining classrooms will be transformed into more effective faculty offices for those students who are able to work in a more relaxed environment. The new offices will include larger desks, more comfortable seating, and more private spaces.

Finally, college officials stated that these changes will not affect the cafeteria plans for transforming dormitory 6 into faculty offices.
Salmon Swarms Overcome Paris

By Zan Arey
USA TOMORROW

The recent change in the weather patterns that brought the harsh December and the mild February to New England has also affected Europe. In recent weeks the weather in Europe has been plagued with violent storms, with winds reaching 125 km per hour. Apart from the destruction of property, these storms have had a curious impact on nature.

For the first time, naturalists are studying a new phenomena. For the first time, they are seeing salmon swimming upstream to mate at their birthplace, often overcoming impossible barriers and eventually dying of exhaustion. This year, however, naturalists have observed that salmon are currently battling the river, that eventually leads them to Paris. Scientists have been unable to explain this phenomena, currently attempting to link the migration with the heavy storms of the last weeks.

"It seems that the salmon have lost their sense of direction, almost a loss of memory," reports one scientist. "We have no idea if this is a permanent change, or if the change is only for this spring."

Parisians are already noticing the arrival of the salmon, as hundreds jump onto the banks of the Seine. At first many were surprised at the unexpected arrival, while others eagerly collected the dying fish, either for sale or personal consumption. However, the salmon are collecting at such a rate that tourism is beginning to suffer.

The Paris sanitation service has been unable to cope with the epidemic, and are asking for volunteers to collect dead and decaying fish. One restaurant owner commented, "At first my customers were happy to have such fresh fish on the menu, but now the smell is driving them all away. It is a disaster. Two more weeks of this and I will be bankrupt!"

Anglers, lined up along the banks, are reeling in the fish by the dozens, something that was not possible for years as pollution increased and the fish counts fell.

"My grandfather was the last to catch a fish in the Seine. I usually have to drive many kilometers outside Paris to find a nice quiet river not destroyed by pollution."

"Poisson D'Avril" means "April Fool's" in French. Note: "Poisson D'Avril" means "April Fool's" in French.
So Glad You Got Involved

By Oil Can, The Bass Man, and Flick-My-Bic

The Students of Bryant College have come through once again. They have made their home campus the very best campus that they are not the lazy, uninvolved college students that generally plague the nation. They have responded commendably to the call of organization leaders everywhere. Organization membership has increased dramatically in the past few months. The membership crisis, for all intents and purposes, has been solved.

According to the Office of Student Activities, more than 70 percent of all resident Bryant students are now involved, in some manner, in one of the campus organizations. This is up from only 10 percent just a few months ago.

The active role that the students of this college have taken in creating a unique and invigorating environment here on campus is incredible. Students have truly answered the call for involvement in the student organization that displays that students are not just automated, robotic, humanoids just fulfilling their daily requirements of sleeping, eating, and studying.

For example, current Student Senate President Harry Franks has succeeded in boosting the number of candidates running for senate this year. Franks reports that more than 75 students will be running for the 18 positions on the Senate. This will make the Senate contest one of the most challenging in recent years.

The Student Programming Board has acquired over sixty new members. As a result, their meetings have been moved to the Rotunda from the Bryant Center to accommodate the increased participation. SPB has announced that as a result of their increased membership, they will be able to provide more and better quality programming for the resident students on this campus. Their plans for the next month will include daily comedy programs, featuring the best of Boston's newest comedy minds, and a weekly Friday evening event featuring a local or Boston based band.

As a result of the drastic increase, some of the student organizations have been forced to re-organize to accommodate for the larger governing bodies that they represent. SPAC and the Office of Student Activities have reported a backlog in requests for changes to organizations' Constitutions.

This turn around in the Bryant Community has been phenomenal. The extremes that the students have gone to in this situation to become involved has been admirable.

Some students have even gone as far as to propose to the Student Senate for the creation of a Camping Club, a Wheat Farmers Club, and a Square Dancing Club upon the completion of the move to the new Tupper Campus in Lincoln, Nebraska. For students to be that involved in their community even before they get there is amazing.

Bryant students have proven that they are not just here to get an education and nothing else. They have shown that they are truly interested in expanding their horizons, in expanding their knowledge, in expanding their involvement, and in expanding their leadership abilities.

They have proven themselves to be do-ers and not followers, something that will set them apart as future business leaders of the world.

IBM better than Macintosh? Macintosh better than IBM?

Joe Macintosh

O.K. so you say you like IBM's. Well have you ever used a Macintosh? Have you ever really seen one in the flesh? Well then who do you think are saying those blue meanies are better?

Let's face it people; forget that Macs are faster, prettier, easier and smell better; they are your choice),

By Big Blue Computer Geek

Macintosh better than IBM? What are you saying??? Some are the finest hunks of silicon and transistors around. There is no way that those pieces of fruit could ever manage to compete with one of the best machines in the world. Simply put, IBM is in a league by themselves when computers are being compared.

First of all, IBM is a financial giant. Other computer companies cannot even come close with IBM's financial clout. IBM has millions of dollars to spend on the creation of a company for any other upstart to ever equal it. They just aren't on the same plane. IBM is the top dog of the computer market.

Second, who uses Macintoshes?? Why would anyone ever want to use a Macintosh. They are small, weak (when compared to strong and powerful IBM), and just can't get the job done. No one in the business world would ever want to use something that was second rate, would they?

Everyone in the business world uses IBM. Only one or two fools use anything else. By using anything but an IBM, you are just intentionally segregating yourself from the rest of the world. Segregation, as far as computers go, means that you are way behind the times.

Macintosh, Never. IBM has a ruling place and will stay there forever.
Tupper's Goes National

By Oil Can
USA TOMORROW

Tupper’s, the Brycol run pizza and grinder-establishments located in the Bryant Center, has announced that it will refashion itself to colleges across the nation this summer.

The move was spurred by the growing demands for its services on campus, according to Brycol Vice President Shawn Gogan.

The franchise packaging will include the Tupper’s logo, right to all Tupper’s secret recipes, and any extra Pepsi cups that remain after the end of the current school year. Tupper’s franchise will maintain the same menu at all locations.

However, some local entrees may be added at the franchises, provided they are approved by the Brycol Board of Trustees.

Today, twelve franchise locations have been announced. Boston University, Northeastern University, and the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy will open Tupper’s franchises in September. Columbia University in New York City will open a franchise in October. Harvard University is scheduled to open a franchise in late November or early December.

John Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland and Georgetown University in Washington D.C. are slated to open Tupper’s franchises in December. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Louisiana State University are slated to open their franchises in January 1991.

UCLA and UC at Berkeley will bring Tupper’s to the west coast in February 1991. The US Air Force Academy in Colorado and the US Coast Guard Academy in New York will be the first two branches of the military to open Tupper’s franchises, scheduled to open in April and May 1991 respectively.

Another Tupper’s location will be at the new Bryant Campus in Nebraska. This location will not be an extension of the original Smithfield location of Tupper’s. It will be an extension of the Bryant Community even after the campus move. Direct express delivery service to the new campus from Smithfield will be featured until the new Tupper’s location in Nebraska can be built.

The expanded locations will mean an increase in the expansion of the delivery service from Tupper’s delivery service on Friday and Saturday evenings. The delivery service would also make deliveries for the Country Comfort and the SFAA dining services at Bryant.

Federal Detention Center to Save Bryant Big Bucks

By Really Wacked
USA TOMORROW

According to a recent poll by Dewy, Chestem, and Howe, the official accounting firm of Bryant College, 76 percent of Bryant students favor a prison being built next door. Student Frank Leone says, “we’d finally have some excitement around here.” Of those over 60 percent actually favor going to prison over staying at Bryant. Some cited their reason as being, “because prison is a better way.” Another student remarked, “the inmates will be great to party with.”

The administration is currently hammering out a deal with prison officials. According to Executive Vice President Trueheart, the college is “have the duty to provide for the needs and wants of students.”

Vice President for Business Affairs Joe Miechelbeck says the reason as being “being purely economic in this era of rising fuel and energy prices.”

Under the agreement the college will compensate student’s wishes to attend prison by bringing the prison to the students. In the likely event that the prison is unable to provide housing for enough inmates, a prison barge, able to sleep 25 additional prisoners, would be added to the Bryant Pond within a week’s notice.

The arrangement could earn the college $8,000 a week.

Les LaFond, Vice President of Anesthetic Affairs says, “the outer walls will be painted with a daisy and sunflower motif in order to allow the barge assimilate easily with the scenic campus.” Also, Dorm 15 could easily be converted to Block 15. The ousted students would be tripled up in other dorms. Housing rates would remain the same however.

“We’ll really be making money now,” exclaimed Joe Miechelbeck.

In an attempt to reduce the Public Safety payroll, detainees awaiting trial will be utilized on campus. Now, instead of students returning to find their illegally parked car booted, they will return to a doorless hunk of steel supported by four cinder blocks. Chief Wheeler osty giggled when asked to comment.

The creation of 5 internships at the prison, available only to juniors and seniors, will be created. Also, thirty-five ten hour work-study positions will be available at the facility as one form of student payment.
Sports
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SPORTSLINE

JIM HALLET and his posse of caddies were on hand in Nebraska yesterday to unveil the plans for the new Nebraska Golf Course to be built adjacent to the athletic fields at the new Upper Campus in Nebraska. Hallett, a former Golfer All-American at Bryant, is currently on the PGA tour. He said “I’m glad to see that future Bryant golfers will be able to have a real course near to the school to practice on. We’ve always had to travel, but now we should be twice as good– maybe even the best in the world.”

LES LAFOND’S dream of a memorial sauna will become a reality in Nebraska, according to the campus plans released yesterday (see page 1A). It will be located in the mini mall at Nebraska, “I’m deeply touched.”

THE MEN’S BASKETBALL team has pledged that when they win 10 in a row next season, they will pierce their ears. Coach Ed Reilly was quoted as saying “What are they going to do if they lose 10 in a row, wear a dress?”

THE BOWLING TEAM has been declared the supreme and ruling team of the universe, after John, Scott, Gonzalez, Billy Webb and Ed Webb all turned in a perfect score of 300 in the All-Universe tournament held last weekend at the North Pole. Said Reilly, “I’m deeply touched.”

USA TOMORROW has received a tip from an anonymous person in the Athletic Department that men’s head coach Ed Reilly will quit next week to take a position with Turner Brothers Construction. The tipster quoted Reilly as saying “It’s easy to build townhouses than it is to rebuild this basketball team.”

WOMEN’S SOFTBALL COACH and Director of Intramurals Robert Bland will quit this season in order to take over as the manager of the softball team. Coach Ed Reilly was quoted as saying “It’s easy to build townhouses than it is to rebuild this softball team”.

QUOTE OF THE DAY: Women’s Head Basketball Coach Ralph Tomason of Duke center Christian Laite’s last second shot to beat Connecticut in OT last Saturday, “If he had pumped that shot any more, he’d be a Rockefeller.”

By Flick My Bic USA TOMORROW

Bryant to Join Penn State as New Member of Big Ten

With a face obviously beaming with pride, Athletic Director Leon Drury announced yesterday that Bryant College will be admitted as the newest member of the Big-10 conference beginning in the 1991-92 season.

“Let’s hope he doesn’t turn in a perfect score of 180 this season, and make road trips easier on the players.”

Drury is one of several candidates who has been interviewed by the Athletic Department of Bryant. Said the Athletic Director, “I’m looking forward to meeting the new Athletic Director, and I’m hoping to show Mr. Drury that all of the students and faculty will be sorry to see Lee go— he’s a great guy and he’s easy to beat at Poker.”

Director of Sports Information John Gillikey stated “I’ll be happy to see Lee go—he’s a great guy and he’s easy to beat at Poker.”

Drury Expected to take N.C. State Job

By U.R. Gullible USA TOMORROW

Athletic Director Leon Drury is expected to announce today that at the end of the academic year he will leave Bryant in order to take the coaching job at N.C. State.

“Other people interviewed for the job include Kentucky’s Rick Pitino, Providence’s Rick Barnes, and New York Knicks coach Stu Jackson. All confirmed that they had offered Bryant a shoe contract. The Reebok spokesperson said that the contract offered by his company “was for an adequate sum of money.’’

Jim Valvano was contacted over the phone yesterday, and stated “Leon Drury is from where? Smithfield, R.I.? Is that near Providence, because I have some buddies up in Providence that I should meet. They’d make him a deal he couldn’t refuse, if ya’ know what I mean.”

Other people interviewed for the job include Kentucky’s Rick Pitino, Providence’s Rick Barnes, and New York Knicks coach Stu Jackson. N.C. State’s Athletic Department denied USA TOMORROW’s request for an interview with an assistant A.D., but an N.C. State insider revealed “Pitino is too uptight, Barnes couldn’t beat Ohio State, and Stu Jackson wanted too much money. So it’s up to you to figure out who is left.”

Reaction to the story has been mixed.
Super Bowl Monday Still Produces Debate

by Bob
USA TOMORROW

Sports fans, this week in sports could be one of the most memorable in recent times. The ramifications of some of the goings on in this week could have a profound effect on sports as we now know it. For example, who would have thought that Super Bowl Sunday would become “Super Bowl Monday”, and become a national holiday. Vice President Dan Quayle stated last Tuesday that “every since my dad got me a Super Bowl Monday”, and the results should be out early next week. The victory over the unbeaten team of Jockey Bill Shoemaker and professional wrestler Mr. Fuji.

In basketball action, the Miami Heat are looking to hire Ed Reilly as their assistant coach of “rebunding off of a three-point play when there is only 2:05 left in the game and they’re down by less than four points”, Really feels confident he can do the job effectively. This, however, leaves only five at Bryant. The three people that look most promising for the job are Bryant’s own Les LaFond, Roldano Blackman of the Dallas Mavericks, and Kay Conours of ARA food services. The race is still tight, but it looks like Kay will get the nod. In an interview with Kys, she feels her first step as coach would be to hire Lottie as defensive coordinator and one of the yellowmen as assistant coach.

Here’s just a few other tidbits: Former Jazz coach Frank Layden won this year’s “Mr. Potashhead” lookalike contest in Idaho; pro-baseball players have decided to play for free simply because they love the game; when Bryant moves to Linda, Swimming, Bbbling, Bobbing, and Drowning will all become variety sports.

Duke star Christian Lawyer is hospitalized after a group of 400 angry UNCG fans peel his skin off; Idaho Tech beats out South Dakota State in this year’s NCAA conference tourney (Unkain is in third); Bryant College Lacrosse remains unbeaten this year as they refuse to play anyone but Syracuse. President Pete Buxer states “they’re our only competition”. Bryant will play Syracuse Monday at 4, Thursday at 3:30, and Saturday at 8 under the lights. Detroit’s Isaiah Thomas remains hospitalized after he choked on a bottle cap during the filming of a Minute Maid commercial. Thomas suspects foul play, and accuses New York’s Pat Ewing of rigging the cap before the commercial.

Just one final note: The Notre Dame athletic department, as well as those of Miami, Oklahoma, and Texas, have decided to go professional. Their football programs will become expansion teams, 2 in 1991 and 2 in 1993. And their baseball programs will become triple-A ball clubs next season. A consensus coming from the Athletic Directors of all four organizations was “the money is better”.

Until next week.

NBA

STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EASTERN CONFERENCE</th>
<th>WESTERN CONFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Division</td>
<td>Midwest Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Orlando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Portland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Golden State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>Sacramento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PEFORMING AT THE TRACK:

10 AM
MILKEN AND THE JUNK BONDS
(A PROGRESSIVE METAL BAND)

1PM
GORDON GEEKO
(WALL STREET PERFORMER)

3PM
THE INSIDERS, FEATURING IVAN BOESKY

5PM
OLIE AND THE CONTRA BAND

SILDELINE ATTRACTIONS

THE BORK SMOKEOUT BARBEQUE

THE GREAT REAGANO
(MEMORYMAN EXTRAORDINAIRE)

KASHOGGI BOAT TRIPS AROUND THE POND

POINDEXTER PRESENTING MAGICAL DISAPPEARING ACTS

THE CUFF POLICY IS IN EFFECT: NO OPEN CUFFS WILL BE ALLOWED ANYWHERE IN THE GROUNDS
LIFELINE

PUBLIC SAFETY CHIEF

Richard Wheelock will announce today that he will initiate a new “singing escort” program to entertain students requesting escorts from C-3. Officers driving the blazer will take voice lessons for two weeks and be awarded special driver’s license qualifying them to sing and drive simultaneously.

JIM ROBINSON, Vice President for Academic Affairs has qualified for “The American Gladiators” competition. Tryouts for a spot in the competition, which involves six tests of physical strength, were held in Providence last week. The show appears on Channel 12 late night on Saturdays.

BRYANT ALUM and former Archway editor Stephen H. Jagel has been named to the editorial board of Patrick magazine. Jagel was instrumental in establishing a desk-top-publishing (DTP) system for production of The Archway, and is generally known in the civilized world as a DTP god.

DEAN MIKE PATTERSON has published his latest novel, Tenure in American Colleges and Universities through Glenet Publishing Companies. The book deals with the issue of tenure as it is dealt with by schools of higher education across the USA. Selling price is $12.95, and part of the proceeds are to be used for the legal fees involved in Patterson’s lawsuit vs. USA TODAY, a suit that evolved as a result of a quarrel taken out of context by the newspaper.

THE PHONACON Bryant’s annual fundraising event in conjunction with its neighbor, the Smithfield Federal Holding Facility, raised over $2,345,000 in a four day period over last week. The closing event last night was a comedy/talent/variety show featuring both students and “dreadnoughts”. The performances ranged from simple song and dance routines to the very elaborate “escape plan” production. The crowd, led by Ivana Trump, gave the performers a standing ovation after the last act.

John Mowery Ensemble Kicks it to a Jazz Beat

By Gordon Suenner and Flick My Bic

USA TOMMORROW

The John Mowery Ensemble jams in the basement of the 800-to-be-vacated MAC. They are an odd bunch, not the type that the average Bryant student would expect to see playing in a jazz band.

But, according to music industry insiders, “They are the best thing to enter the music arena since The Police.”

“Introducing the band. On lead guitar, Les LaFond. He’s a big grin as he plays that funky bass and waves to the crowd that has gathered around their informal jam session. “This is something that I’ve always dreamed of doing. Jazz is my life.”

Over there is Marie Cote playing the double bass. She stands on a stool so she can reach all of the notes. She frowns in concentration as she picks up the jive kicked by Les.

Gordon Pierce comes in with the rhythm guitar. He speaks out of the corner of his mouth as he strums away. “This is a great change of pace from MIS courses.”

Fred Clark keeps the beat on his drum set, complete with a dollar sign embazoned on the face of the set. He wirls the sticks in both hands before setting into a solo. This is a master working at his craft.

Above the din of the music comes the lovely voice of a soprano sax. William Trueheart follows the rhythm, painting a picture with his music. “I learned everything I know from Kenny G.”

James Marshall’s fingers fly up and down the neck of his electric bass, creating an envelope of sound that the listener can get lost in. “I need to get lost in my music.”

Richard Spivak experiments with another chord on his new Kawasaki keyboard. “I find my sound greatly influenced by the Hare Krishna,” he says as he picks up a new chord here.

The lifting voice of Ellen Serventnick rises above all as the adoptive Billy Joel’s “New York State of Mind” to the rhythm that by now the entire band has picked up. “I find this relaxes me when I’m finished a hard day of wrangling with student leaders.”

The ARA ladies follow Ellen’s lead in perfect harmony. Marge smiles at the audience “its just our way of saying ‘thanks’ to the Bryant community for all the years they’ve been so nice to us.”

Over in the comer, John Jolley lays his ice as he wails away on his harmonica. “I picked this up from my Daddy as a young boy down south.”

Rounding out the band is F. J. Talley on trombone, Patrick Keenley on piano and lead male vocals, Steve Seoals on rhythm guitar, Tom Malafonse on percussion, Bill Sweeney with his tambourine, Pete Mini on triangle, Joe Frazan, his fingers moving lightly across his flute and alto sax, Leo Mahoney hammering away on the steel drums, and Ron Deluga on congas.

Band P.R. Manager, Mary Lyona pushes their tour. “As soon as we get settled into the routine of comming from North Central Airport, we will be starting our Nebraska tour at the Lincoln campus. This is a very exciting opportunity for the band members, and the other aspect of it is that it is a good selling point to recruit new faculty members. All faculty are encouraged to join the band and go on tour with it. Look for our first album, Feel the Rhythm, in September.

Bush to Attend Star Trek Convention

President Bush has seen here at a Tuesday press conference, will attend a Star Trek Convention in San Francisco tomorrow. “It has always been my dream to join the Vulcans race,” stated Bush.

However, his pointed ears fell off during the press conference.

BUSH TO COMPETE IN "THE AMERICAN GLADIATORS"

DEAN MIKE PATTERSON HAS PUBLISHED HIS LATEST NOVEL